April 1, 2019

Dear Valued Customer,
VES Fire Detection Systems and Hochiki Fire Suppression are pleased to announce the release of the XT+ MultiArea Releasing Control Unit. The XT+ is used with the VES Elite-RS analog/addressable fire alarm control panel
to create a multi-hazard fire suppression system.
The XT+ comes supplied in an enclosure with its own built-in power supply. One or two XT+ control units may
be in a single enclosure. Up to 15 XT+ units (15 hazard areas) may be used on a single Elite-RS fire alarm control
panel, connected to the Elite-RS 485 communication circuit. The Elite-RS panel provides the detection using
analog smoke, heat, and multi-sensors, while the XT+ units manage and control the releasing functionality. Main
and Reserve operation is possible, with two extinguishing circuits per XT+ unit. Programming is easily
accomplished using the VES Loop Explorer 2 software.
This solution requires the Elite-RS fire alarm control panel and at least one XT+ releasing control unit. The EliteRS may not be used to release a fire suppression agent on its own – the XT+ is a required part of this solution.
Having the XT+ in its own enclosure makes it possible to locate the releasing control unit in the hazard area,
making multi-hazard system design and layout more straightforward and logical.
The XT+ / Elite-RS combination is a powerful releasing solution that offers far more flexibility and features than
its predecessor, the eLAN single-hazard panel. Therefore effective immediately, the eLAN-RS panel will no longer
be available.
The Elite-RS and XT+ combination provides you with a multi-hazard releasing solution for all of your clean agent
and condensed aerosol fire suppression projects. Contact your Hochiki Fire Suppression BDM today for more
details about this exciting new product!
Please contact Customer Service for order placements and further details. We appreciate your continued loyalty
and support of VES Fire Detection Systems and Hochiki Fire Suppression products.

Sincerely

Rick Boisclair
Vice President, Suppression Products
Hochiki America Corp

